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News / about me..



Dynabench (dynabench.org) is..

- A research platform.
- A community-based scientific experiment.
- An effort to challenge current benchmarking 

dogma and help push the boundaries of AI 
research.

As the name says, 

Rethinking benchmarking in AI

https://dynabench.org


Benchmark saturation in NLP



What is our goal? What is language?

Do believe the hype: we’re decent (but not great) 
at (some) i.i.d. problems when we have enough 
data and don’t care about the worst case.

Don’t believe the hype: we are FAR from truly 
general language understanding that 
encompasses all of language’s recursive, 
structured, generative, productive, and creative 
nature.



The ability to REALLY understand language

(Madry, 2018; https://adversarial-ml-tutorial.org)



Facebook AI 8

True intent Text LabelModel

Distributional statistics

What we are doing..



Facebook AI 9

True intent Manifestation 
of intent

(Message)

Inferred intentSpeaker Model

Measuring not in the average case, but in the worst case.

Compute

What we should be doing..

Evolution



Dynamic adversarial data collection (ANLI; Nie et al. 2019)



Dynabench goals



Dynabench roles



Live demo

I was served rather the opposite of haute cuisine.

This restaurant was baad!



Summary

Language is about strong generalization. Humans expect this from other linguistic 
agents. But our systems might be right for the wrong reasons.

Evaluation is broken, we are haunted by Vapnik’s ghost but as a field are moving 
well beyond train-on-train-test-on-test in our deployments of AI (i.e., thanks to 
large scale pretraining and widely deployed systems).

We need to rethink this. Can we make cyclical progress and do more direct testing 
with humans in the loop?
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Having all the answers

Dynabench is a research platform that changes over time. It’s not about having the 
right answers, it’s about changing the status quo: improving benchmarking will 
require experimentation.



Adversarialness

Dynabench does not require adversarialness. It’s straightforward to collect data 
with no model in the loop, or with many models in the loop, in an adversarial, 
collaborative, or other setting.



Language only

Dynabench is not about NLP. It supports many modalities and has tasks in 
multimodality, vision and (soon) speech. Tasks are currently in English but we’d 
like to change that.



Cost

Model-in-the-loop data collection can be more expensive, because it requires 
more creativity. It’s still unclear how this cost trades off against data quality - it 
might be worth it. There are ways to drive the cost down.



Naturalness and distributional shift 

Open question how natural the data is, or how natural it will be in the long term.



Being “fair” to the model in the loop

Dynabench aims to measure how well models would hold up if they were deployed 
“in the wild”. The vMER metric is “fair” in that sense for comparing models that 
were both put in the loop.

Test sets created with a specific model in the loop are not fair to that model. I don’t 
really care about that sort of fairness: a) we could simply put a diverse ensemble 
of models in the loop; b) we are unfair at a specific point in time, but there will be 
many more other models to come - this is about measuring these future models.



All rounds count

Dynabench collects data over many rounds. ALL previous rounds, including 
non-adversarial ones, should be used for testing. An NLI model should perform 
well on all NLI datasets, adversarial or non-adversarial.



Adversarial filtering

Crowdworkers are paid for every example they generate, including the ones that 
did not fool any model. Non-model-fooling data is generally not discarded, 
because it’s still useful. Different tasks/datasets filter data in different ways.



Adversarially-collected test sets

● “the constraint that a specified system must fail on the test examples makes it difficult to infer much 
from absolute measures of test-set performance: As long as a model makes any errors at all on any 
possible inputs, then we expect it to be possible to construct an adversarial test set against the 
model, and we expect the model to achieve zero test accuracy on that test set”

○ In Dynabench we advocate for looking at many metrics, including the time it takes a crowdworker to fool a model 
and how many times a crowdworker needs to try before succeeding (vMER). Not just “did you fool” but also 
“how easy was it to fool”.

○ The errors are not just any kind of error, they are things that humans easily get right and agree on. You need to 
look at the data itself! (So this reduces to the naturalness objection?)

● “We can further infer that any models that are sufficiently similar to the adversary should also 
perform very poorly on this test set, regardless of their ability”

○ What about the example of BERT performing below chance on WSC while deBERTa gets 96%? What does 
“sufficiently similar” mean and who gets to determine that?

○ What about “all models” or “a representative subset of all models”?
● “Neither of these observations would tell us anything non-trivial about the actual abilities of the 

models” double neg => “These observations only tell us trivial things about the ability of models”
○ That feels a bit strong?



Absolute performance numbers

● “Absolute performance numbers on adversarially-collected test sets are 
meaningless as measures of model capabilities”

What makes a performance number meaningless? This seems to assume (again) 
that we haven’t looked at the actual data. If a human can easily get the right 
answer and humans (mostly) agree about a given answer, and the example is 
natural, why should performance on that example be meaningless?

If this is about naturalness of data, are Turker-collected free-form test sets 
guaranteed to be more natural?



The scientific process

“significant further work is needed to avoid catastrophe. This will be difficult to achieve 
without a clear accounting of the abilities and limitations of current and plausible 
near-future systems”

Exactly this! We should, as a field, work hard to develop a clearer picture of our current 
capabilities and fix measurement. If we are saturating benchmarks, while we know we 
have all these issues, something is wrong.

In other words: be careful when you deploy a model and think about what you’re 
doing. We want the world to realize that evaluation is something we should take more 
seriously. If we can measure better, we can make better progress. This will happen by 
building on previous work, in cycles of progress where benchmarks “saturate” and are 
replaced by better once. Science will do its job if we are open to new ideas.
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Broader research program

What happens when we put humans and models in loops?

Can we make faster progress? Can we make
better measurements?

Can we have fewer biases and artifacts,
and better robustness and alignment?

What are we still missing in our models?
What are the next challenges to solve?

How can we democratize model evaluation, help make research reproducible, 
learn from our mistakes as a community, and empower researchers?



Recent work out of the Dynabench team

● Kiela et al. (NAACL21). Dynabench: Rethinking Benchmarking in NLP

● Vidgen et al. (ACL21). Learning from the Worst: Dynamically Generated Datasets Improve Online Hate Detection
● Potts et al. (ACL21). DynaSent: A Dynamic Benchmark for Sentiment Analysis
● Kirk et al. (2021). Hatemoji: A Test Suite and Dataset for Benchmarking and Detecting Emoji-based Hate
● Sheng & Singh et al. (NeurIPS21). Human-Adversarial Visual Question Answering

● Prasad et al. (Blackbox21). To what extent do human explanations of model behavior align with actual behavior?
● Ma, Ethayarajh, Thrush et al. (NeurIPS21). Dynaboard: A Holistic Evaluation-As-A-Service Benchmarking Platform
● Wenzek et al. (2021). Findings of the WMT 2021 Shared Task on Large-Scale Multilingual Machine Translation
● Thrush et al. (2022). Dynatask: A Platform for Creating Dynamic AI Benchmark Tasks

● Bartolo et al. (EMNLP21). Improving QA Model Robustness with Synthetic Adversarial Data Generation
● Kaushik et al. (ACL21). On the Efficacy of Adversarial Data Collection for Question Answering
● Bartolo et al. (2022). Models in the Loop: Aiding Crowdworkers with Generative Annotation Assistants
● Wallace et al. (2021). Analyzing Dynamic Adversarial Training Data in the Limit
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Humans and models in loops
modelmodel

modelhuman

modelhuman

model

modelhuman

model

human

model
model

human

● Question 1:
○ Instead of human-adversarial, how much can we 

improve things by just being model-adversarial 
using human-adversarial data?

● Question 2:
○ Can generative (adversarial) models help

humans fool discriminative models?

Work by Max Bartolo et al.



Improving QA robustness with synthetic adversarial data

● Pipeline:
1. Passage selection
2. Answer candidate selection
3. Question generation
4. Filtering and re-labeling
5. Training a new QA model



Step 2: Answer selection



Step 3: Question generation



Step 4: Filtering and self-training



Findings

● Synthetic adversarial data derived from human-adversarial data improves 
accuracy and robustness.

SynQA outperforms 
alternatives

SynQA models are
much harder to fool
(i.e. more robust)



Empowering crowdworkers with generative assistants

● We know now that generative models trained on 
adversarial data can help make models more robust.

● Can we use those models to help humans fool 
models as “generative adversarial assistants”? 
ModelS in the loop!
a. Adversarial data is expensive - can it be made cheaper?
b. Adversarial data can be noisy - can it be made higher quality?

modelhuman

model



Concrete example



● Earlier finding: “Across a variety of [Question Answering] models and 
datasets, we find that models trained on adversarial data usually perform 
better on other adversarial datasets but worse on a diverse collection of 
out-of-domain evaluation sets.” (Divyansh Kaushik et al. ACL 2021)

Standard (SDC) vs Adversarial (ADC) Data Collection



● New finding:
(the preliminary take-away on smallish data is – be careful with setup)

Standard (SDC) vs Adversarial (ADC) Data Collection

Validated model error rate

Median time per example Time per model-fooling ex

Domain generalization

Standard Adversarial QA



● Using a Generator-in-the-loop makes standard data collection more faster 
and much higher quality.

● Sampling strategies:
a. Likelihood: sample candidates according to the generative model’s overall likelihood.
b. Adversarial: sample questions according to the lowest F1 score queried against a QA model.
c. Uncertainty: select generated questions in order of the least span selection confidence when 

queried against a QA model.

Improving SDC



● Using a Generator-in-the-loop makes adversarial data collection as fast as 
standard data collection, with higher quality and better domain generalization.

● Generative Annotation Assistant (GAA) trained on SQuad, AQA or Combined.

Improving ADC



● If you do “answer prompting” where you don’t force annotators to pick the 
answer but suggest one, ADC gets even faster and much higher quality.

● Starting point, traditional data collection: vMER=0.63 with t=56.3
● End point, ADC with GAA: vMER=6.08 with t=43.8

Improving ADC further



● ModelS in LoopS:
a. Yes, we can collect much higher quality data 

than static data using this method.
b. Yes, we can collect higher quality data than 

regular human-and-model-in-the-loop.
c. Yes, we can do so at a cost that is much lower 

than human-and-model-in-the-loop matching 
standard data collection.

A “new paradigm”?

modelhuman

model
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Dynamic adversarial data collection in the limit



● Starting point: Roberta trained on “All NLI” (MNLI+SNLI+FEVER)
● We hand-construct an expert-curated test set covering a wide range of NLI 

phenomena.
● We do DADC for 20 rounds (ANLI only did 3).
● We select 10 contexts so that:

a. We can afford collecting many rounds of data
b. We have some hope of achieving saturation
c. We have a broad range of phenomena
d. We can create a wide-coverage test set

Work by Eric Wallace et al.

Experimental setup



Findings: A virtuous cycle

Promising results when exploring Dynamic Adversarial Data Collection in the limit:



● DADC data is more diverse, more 
complex and has fewer artifacts.

● DADC models gets stronger over time.

Findings: Diversity is key



● ADC looks like a good alternative for traditional crowdworker data collection.
● This is a nice side benefit, considering that the original goal was evaluation.
● Human-and-model-in-the-loop / human feedback holds a lot of promise (see 

OpenAI’s recent papers on this as well, or “red teaming”)
● Further work needed on many questions, including:

a. How (un)natural is adversarial data and how much does that matter?
b. How does dynamic adversarial data collection relate to active learning and continual learning?
c. Can we incorporate knowledge about the model in the loop in our optimization procedures?
d. Exploring ensembles in the loop, different scoring functions, etc.

Method take-aways



What comes next?

We’ve opened everything up:

● Fully open source (MIT licensed)
● Dynatask: Anyone can add tasks
● Keep growing the community
● Keep pushing the boundaries

● Exploring synergies with 🤗 ?



Teaming up with ML Commons and DataPerf
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Vision and Language Tasks & Datasets

Citations as of 4/4/22:

● VQA/VQA2 - 3409/1227
● Visual Genome - 2776
● COCO - 1240 (22724)
● Flickr30k - 908
● VisDial - 715
● NLVR2 - 189

Power law distribution with VQA as 
the dominant task.

Source: Mogadala et al 2021



Visual Question Answering

VQA is plateauing and arguably/almost saturated

Source: Barbosa-Silva et al 2022



What do we want?

● Ideally, evaluation sets are:
○ High-quality and without error
○ Not too expensive
○ Not too easy
○ Discriminative between models
○ Realistic and representative of practical use-cases
○ Straightforwardly measured

● Multimodal evaluation sets, in addition, ideally are:
○ Not dominated by a specific modality
○ Actually measuring multimodal rather than unimodal performance

(cf “making the V in VQA matter”)



Multimodal Evaluation
NeurIPS 2020

NeurIPS 2021

CVPR 2022



Hateful Memes

Motivated by the shortcomings of other V&L datasets: we need something that is 
harder, more realistic, and requires true multimodal reasoning and understanding.

“Mean meme” examples for illustrative purposes – not actually in the dataset



Hateful Memes

Highly trained annotators, so: decent quality but small and expensive

Key concept: benign confounders

A “challenge set” for the community to do zero-shot/finetuning from pretrained



Hateful Memes

Findings in the paper:

● Big gap with human performance.
● Region features

(as opposed to grid) seem to help.
● Earlier fusion is better than middle,

Is better than late.
● Multimodal pretraining doesn’t

really work.



Hateful Memes Competition

After the paper came a $100k competition on an unseen test set:

Winner characteristics: frameworks matter, SOTA pretrained models, ensembles, 
entities, faces and external knowledge.                       STILL FAR FROM SOLVED.



Adversarial VQA

HM is not perfect and everybody loves VQA, can we improve VQA itself?

First multimodal approach to human-and-model-in-the-loop, dynamic adversarial 
data collection:



Adversarial VQA

Is VQA as a task really arguably/
almost saturated?
No. Not even close (with simple questions):



Adversarial VQA



AdVQA & AVQA

More information: adversarialvqa.org



Winoground

CLIP (re)triggered interest in multimodality



Winoground

But how good is CLIP really?

Some relevant ideas/findings from NLP:

● Winograd schemas
“The [trophy] doesn't fit in the [suitcase] because it is too [large/small]”

● Word order may not matter all that much



Winoground

● Examples written by linguist experts
● Using Getty Images API
● Simple way to measure by comparing scores
● In some cases, very difficult and requiring

world knowledge



Winoground Findings

● SOTA models often perform
below chance (again).

● VinVL/UNITER/ViLLA perform best,
probably because they’re trained with
image-text matching (ITM) loss.

● Paper has a breakdown by category,
and shows that these models probably
fall back to a weak unimodal prior.
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Building pretrained multimodal models - why?

● Many tasks are multimodal: the internet and the world are multimodal
● Modalities can complement each other and share knowledge and resources
● Sharing parameters and improved sample efficiency
● Architectures are overly domain specific

(slowly changing with Transformers taking over everything)
so we may require N models for N tasks

● Modality-agnostic large language models
=> foundation models.



Challenges

● Paired cross-modal data is not abundantly available
● Data from prior work has not been made public

● Joint learning across modalities is hard
● Pretraining techniques are domain specific
● Unclear how to leverage unimodal data

● Compute



FLAVA

● Holistic approach to multimodality
● One foundation model spanning

V&L, CV and NLP
● Impressive performance on 35 tasks across NLP, CV and V&L domains.
● Jointly pretrained on:

○ unimodal text data (CCNews + BookCorpus)
○ unimodal image data (ImageNet)
○ public paired image-text data (70M)

● All data/models are publicly released



The problem to solve



78

How does FLAVA work?
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How does FLAVA work?
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How does FLAVA work?



The PMD dataset

● 70M image-text pairs from public sources



How well does it work?

● On average, over 35 tasks,
FLAVA obtains impressive
performance



How well does it work?

Experimental setting vision-only 
tasks

vision-and-language 
tasks

language-only tasks (GLUE benchmark)

ImageNet
accuracy

VQAv2
accuracy

SNLI-VE
accuracy

HM
AUROC

QNLI
accuracy

MNLI
accuracy

QQP
accuracy

SST-2
accuracy

FLAVA
one pretrained model shared 
between tasks

75.5 72.8 79.0 76.7 87.3 80.3 90.4 90.9

UniT 
one model shared between tasks - 67.0 73.1 - 88.0 80.9 90.6 89.3

VisualBERT (Li et. al.)
separately fine-tuned on each task - 70.8 77.3 74.1 87.0 81.6 89.4 89.4

CLIP (Radford et. al.) 80.2 55.3 73.5 56.6 50.5 33.5 76.8 88.2

BERT (Devlin et. al.)
separately fine-tuned on each task - - - - 91.0 84.4 90.6 92.4



What’s next?

● Always work in progress
● Challenges we addressed:

○ Data => PMD
○ Architecture => Transformers
○ Joint training => FLAVA
○ Requires heavy compute

● Things to explore:
○ Fully sharing (almost) all parameters
○ Training bigger models on more data
○ Training on all the modalities



How about closing the loop?

● We’re still working on the FLAVA open source release.
Preliminary results on Winoground (WG) and AdVQA:

● I don’t want to underhype but.. There is more work to be done!

WG-Text WG-Image WG-Group AdVQA

Best 37.75 17.75 14.50 33.67

FLAVA 32.25 19.75 14.00 36.02



Thanks multimodal collaborators



Thanks Dynabench collaborators



Thanks for listening

Questions?


